Motivated by quantum mechanical considerations we earlier suggested an alternative action for discretised quantum gravity which has a dimension of length. It is the so called "linear" action. The proposed action is a "square root" of the classical area action in gravity and has in front of the action a new constant of dimension one. Here we shall consider the continuous limit of the discretised linear action. We shall demonstrate that in the modified theory of gravity there appear space-time regions of the Schwarzschild radius scale which are unreachable by test particles. These regions are located in the places where standard theory of gravity has singularities. We are confronted here with a drastically new concept that there may exist space-time regions which are excluded from the physical scene, being physically unreachable by test particles or observables. If this concept is accepted, then it seems plausible that the gravitational singularities are excluded from the modified theory.
Introduction
Unification of gravity with other fundamental forces within the superstring theory stimulated the interest to the theory of quantum gravity and to physics at Planck scale [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . In particular, string theory predicts modification of the gravitational action at Planck scale with additional high derivative terms. This allows to ask fundamental questions concerning physics at Planck scale referring to these effective actions and, in particular, one can try to understand how they influence the gravitational singularities [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] .
It is appealing to extend this approach to different modifications of classical gravity which follow from the string theory and also to develop an alternative approach which is based on new geometrical principles [28, 29, 30] * . These geometrical principles allow to extend the notion of the Feynman integral over paths to an integral over space-time manifolds with the property that in cases when a manifold degenerates into a single world line the quantum mechanical amplitude becomes proportional to the length of the world line. This approach to quantum gravity is based on the idea that quantum mechanical amplitudes should be proportional to the "length" of the quantum fluctuations when they are of geometrical origin. In other words, in this limit the action should reduce to the action of the relativistic particle [34] .
The discretised version of the linear action can be derived from geometrical principles:
α) the coincidence of the transition amplitude with the Feynman path amplitude for a manifold which is degenerated to a single world line and β) the continuity of the transition amplitudes under the manifold deformations [28, 29, 30] . In accordance with α) the quantum mechanical amplitude should be proportional to the length of the space-time manifold and therefore it must be proportional to the linear combination of the lengths of all edges of discretised space-time manifold <i,j> λ ij · Θ ij , where λ ij is the length of the edge between two vertices < i > and < j >, summation is over all edges < i, j > and Θ ij is unknown angular factor, which can be defined through the continuity principle β). The deficit angel Θ ij should vanish in cases when the triangulation has f lat surfaces, thus <i,j> λ ij · (2π − β ijk ),where β ijk are the angles on the cone which appear in the normal section of the edge < ij > and triangle < ijk >. Combining terms belonging to a given triangle < ijk > we shall get a sum λ ij + λ jk + λ ki = λ ijk which is equal to the perimeter of the triangle < ijk > [28, 29, 30] :
and where ω (2) ijk is the deficit angle associated with the triangle < ijk >. The linear character of the action requires the existence of a new fundamental coupling constant m P of dimension 1/cm. It is natural to call these amplitudes "linear" or "gonihedric" because the definition contains the sum of products of the characteristic lengths and deficit angles. Thus the principles of linearity and continuity allow to define the linear action which can be considered as a "square root" of classical Regge area action in gravity [35, 39] . It is useful to compare the linear action (1.1) with the Regge area action [35, 39] .
In (1.1) the perimeter of a triangle is multiplied by the deficit angle. In the Regge action the area of the triangle σ ijk is multiplied by the deficit angle
and represents the discretised version of the standard continuous area action in gravity: in front of the integral has therefore the dimension g sec .
It is unknown to the author how to derive a continuous limit of the linear action (1.1) in a unique way. In this circumstance we shall try to construct a possible linear action for a smooth space-time universe by using the available geometrical invariants. Any expression which is quadratic in the curvature tensor and includes two derivatives can be a candidate for the linear action. These invariants have the following form:
and we shall consider a linear combination of the above expressions † : has the dimensions of cm and measures the "length" of the universe. The expression (1.5) fulfils our basic physical requirement on the action that it should have the dimension of length and should be similar to the action of the relativistic particle
Both expressions contain the geometrical invariants which are not in general positive definite under the square root operation. In the relativistic particle case (1.6) the expression under the root becomes negative for a particle moving with a velocity which exceeds the velocity of light. In that case the action develops an imaginary part and quantum mechanical suppression of amplitudes prevents a particle from exceeding the velocity of light [36, 37, 38] . A similar mechanism was implemented in the Born-Infeld modification of electrodynamics with the aim to prevent the appearance of infinite electric fields [40] .
One can expect that in case of modified gravity with linear action (1. In the next sections we shall consider the black hole singularities and the physical effects which are induced by the inclusion of the linear action (1.5). As we shall see, the expression under the root becomes negative in the region which is smaller than the Schwarzschild radius r g and includes the singularities. For the observer which is far away from the horizon the linear action perturbation induces the advance precession of the perihelion and has a profound influence on the physics near the horizon. We are confronted here with a drastically unusual concept that there may exist space-time regions which are excluded from the physical scene, being physically unreachable by test particles or observables. If one accepts this concept, then it seems plausible that the gravitational singularities are excluded from the modified theory. In this paper we have only taken the first steps to describe the phenomena which are caused by the additional linear term in the gravitational action proposed in [28, 29, 30] .
Schwarzschild Black Hole Singularities
The modified action which we shall consider is a sum
where we introduced a dimensionless parameter γ in order to consider a general linear combination of the invariants. The additional linear term has high derivatives of the metric and the equations of motion which follow from the variation of this action are much more complicated than in the standard case, and we shall consider them in the forthcoming sections. Here we shall consider the perturbation of the Schwarzschild solution which is induced by the the additional term in the action and try to understand how it influences the black hole physics and the singularities. The Schwarzschild solution has the form
where
The nontrivial quadratic curvature invariant in this case has the form
and shows that the singularity located at r = 0 is actually a curvature singularity. The event horizon is located where the metric component g rr diverges, that is, at r horizon = r g .
The expressions for the two curvature polynomials (1.4) of our interest are ‡ :
and on the Schwarzschild solution the action acquires additional term of the form
where ε = 1 − γ. ‡ It should be stressed that all other invariant polynomials of the same dimensionality can be expressed in terms of I 1 and I 2 , and they are given in Appendix.
As one can see, the expression under the square root in (2.11) becomes negative at
and defines the region which is unreachable by the test particles. The size of the region depends on the parameter ε and is smaller than the gravitational radius r g (see Fig. 1 ) .
This result seems to have profound consequences on the gravitational singularity at r = 0. In a standard interpretation of the singularities, which appear in spherically symmetric gravitational collapse, the singularity at r = 0 is hidden in the sense that no signal from it can reach infinity. The singularities are not visible for the outside observer, but hidden behind an event horizon. In that interpretation the singularities are still present in the theory. In the suggested scenario it seems possible to eliminate the singularities from the theory based on the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics. The singularities are excluded from the theory on the same level as the motion of particles with a velocity which exceeds the speed of light.
The quantum mechanical amplitude in terms of the path integral has the form
where integration is over all diffeomorphism nonequivalent metrics. For the Schwarzschild massive object which is at rest we can find the expression for the action
and confirm that it is proportional to the length t of the space-time trajectory, as it should be for the relativistic particle at rest, so that the corresponding amplitude can be written in the form 14) where the summation is over all bodies in the universe.
The perturbation (2.11) generates a contribution to the distance invariant ds in (2. The equation used to determine gravitational time dilation near a massive body is modified in this case and the proper time between events is defined now by the equation
and therefore dτ ≤ dt, as in standard gravity. It follows from (2.16) that near the gravitational radius r ≈ r g a purely temporal component of the metric tensor has the form
and the infinite red shift which appears in the standard case at r = r g now appears at
To define the perturbation of the trajectories of the test particles we shall study the behaviour of the solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for geodesics, which is modified by the perturbation of the metric:
The solution has the form
where E and L are the energy and angular momentum of the test particle and
In the non-relativistic limit E = E + mc 2 , E mc 2 , and in terms of a new coordinate r(r − r g ) = r we shall get
dr .
(2.22)
The geodesic trajectories are defied by the equation φ+∂A(r)/∂L = Const and the advance precession of the perihelion δφ expressed in radians per revolution is given by the expression
where a is the semi-major axis and e is the orbital eccentricity. As one can see from the above result, the precession is advanced by the additional factor 1 + For the light propagation we shall take m
The trajectory is defined by the equation φ + ∂A(r)/∂ρ = Const and in the given approximation the deflection of light ray remains unchanged:
where ρ is the distance from the centre of gravity. The deflection angle is not influenced by the perturbation, which is of order O(ε 2 r 2 g /ρ 2 ), and does not impose a sensible constraint on ε. In the next sections we shall consider perturbation of the Reissner-Nordström and the Kerr solutions.
Reissner-Nordström Solution
The Reissner-Nordström solution has the form 26) where
The nontrivial quadratic curvature invariant is 27) and it shows that the singularity is located at r = 0. The event horizon and internal
Cauchy horizon are located where the metric component g rr diverges:
The solutions with r Q > r g /2 represent a naked singularity. As we shall see below, at these charges r Q the linear action becomes a complex valued function and prevents the appearance of the naked singularities.
The expression for the two curvature polynomials of our interest are: 12 ,
It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless quantities: 30) and express the linear action on the Reissner-Nordström solution in the following form: If the charge of the black hole is equal to zero,r Q = 0, then the action (3.31) reduces to the expression (2.11) on the Schwarzschild solution. For the extremal black hole of the change r Q = r g /2 the fourth order polynomial under the root in (3.31) is positive for r > r g /2, is equal to zero at r = r g /2 and is negative for r < r g /2. The region which is "locked" for the test particles in this case is defined by r = r g /2 and prevents the appearance of the naked singularities.
It is helpful to represent the polynomial under the square root in (3.31) in the form Thus the action will take the form
and it has a similar form with the expression which we analysed in the case of the Schwarzschild solution (2.11). As one can see, the expression under the square root in (3.34) becomes negative at r < r 4 (r Q , ε) (3.35) and defines the region which is unreachable by the test particles.
The Table 1 presents the values of the radiusr 4 at which the polynomial under the root changes its sign from positive to negative and the action becomes complex as a function of the charger Q and the parameter ε. As it follows from the Table 1 for the extremal black hole,r Q = 1/2, the "locked" region has the radiusr 4 = 1/2 and increases with the chargê r Q > 1/2, preventing the appearance of naked singularities. . Atr Q = 1 the locked region has the radiusr 4 ≈ 2.14. Forr Q < 1/2 the locked region is smaller than horizonr 4 < 1/2. 
Kerr Solution
Let us also consider the Kerr metric
The nontrivial quadratic curvature invariant is
(r 2 + a 2 cos 2 θ) 6 (4.38) and it shows that the singularity located at r = 0, θ = π/2 is a curvature singularity.
The event horizon is defined by the largest root of the equation r 2 − r g r + a 2 = 0 where the metric component g 11 diverges: Thus the singularity is unreachable by the test particles. In the case of smaller angular momentum the locked region shrinks and is inside the event horizon.
In the sections 2-4 we considered the perturbation of the exact solutions of the classical gravity. It is a difficult task to find the exact solutions of the equations which follow from the action (1.5) and (2.7). We were unable to find exact solutions of these equations, but in order to have an idea how these equations look we shall derive the corresponding field equations in the most simple case of the linear action in the next section.
Equation of Motion
As an example let us consider the simplest form of the linear action:
where the dimension of the integral is the length and the action measures the "linear size"
of the universe. Using the Bianchi identity 2R
;µ µν = ∂ ν R one can represent the action in the equivalent form:
The corresponding equations of motion can be obtained by variation of the action with respect to the metricg µν = g µν + δg µν andg µν = g µν − δg µν . We have
Using the above formulas we can calculate the variation of linear action (5.48)
and find the field equation
where we introduced the operator Π µ to represent the equation in a compact form:
The equivalent form of the equation is These equations contain the high derivative terms and are highly nonlinear. The classical and quantum gravity theories with generic higher curvature terms and corresponding high derivative equations have been considered in [23, 24, 25] and recently in [26, 27] .
If one considers the sum The equations are highly nonlinear and we were unable to find the exact solutions yet.
It is a challenging problem and in future work we will analyse the field equations which follow from the action (2.7). In a forthcoming publication we shall consider a perturbative solution of these equations imposing spherical symmetry [41] . In this paper we have only taken the first steps to describe the phenomena which are caused by the additional linear term in the gravitational action.
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